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iOS Application Development

We are a leading iOS app development company
in the USA with highly skilled 90+ app developers. At Biz4Solutions, our iOS app developers like to keep up with everything Apple has to offer, and have in-depth knowledge of iOS app development.
Great at developing high quality and fast performing, as well as secure apps, our team is expert in Objective C, Swift and Xcode IDE. In order to create customized applications that are made according to the client’s specifications and ideology, our iOS app development team uses the latest techniques to meet the standards set by Apple.

We deliver an app that has a clean spotless user interface and is easy to use and understand. Our experience and knowledge in iOS app development allowed us to create native apps for iPhones and iPads. Whichever Apple device you wish to target, we can build your app with no delay & efficiency!







Let’s Discuss




Our iOS App Development Expertise

We provide a wide range of solutions and services to drive organizational growth of clients. Our expert team has provided several industry-specific iOS app solutions to global clients. Hire skilled iOS app developers to create apps for iPhone & iPad for your business needs.
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iOS Software Development Kit (SDK)
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Our iOS Apps cater to a Diverse Industry Vertical
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Social Networking Apps
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E-Commerce Apps
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On-Demand Apps
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App Development Process

In this competitive world, we constantly strive to develop top-quality highly efficient app solutions. We adopt an agile methodology for our complete product lifecycle.
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iOS Apps Portfolio

Biz4Solutions has provided on-demand, IoT, social, e-commerce, e-learning iOS apps to clients in domains like transportation, healthcare, water, education, etc. to contribute to success of the clients’ business.
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Healthcare/ On-Demand







Phlex65

It is a HIPAA compliant iOS app for senior citizens and caregivers; the senior citizens can hire nearby caregivers for daily care or emergency help and caregivers can find clients for them.


    
        View Case Study
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Social







DiveIn

It is a social media iOS app through which people can arrange or participate in social activities of non-profit organizations in the San Francisco Bay Area and invite others to join the events.


    
        View Case Study
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Sport Flow

It is a coaching iOS app using which users can record the videos of sports tournaments or training sessions, connect to different coaches, cut the recorded videos and share them online.
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Sport Flow

It is a coaching iOS app using which users can record the videos of sports tournaments or training sessions, connect to different coaches, cut the recorded videos and share them online.
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Event Management







Nightix

It is an iOS app for searching Nightclub activities in nearby areas. This app also allows users to buy tickets for the events of their interests and make instant online payments.
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Location Based







Moves

It is an event sharing iOS app on which people can share or post any private events or search other events of their interests on any given night with their friends or strangers as well.
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Social Chat App







The Booth

It is a social media app just like Twitter. It is an easy to use iOS app where people can post anything they want to, share it with others, comment on others posts and text to each other.
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Looking to Develop an iOS App for Your Business ?

Get Started
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